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Kenzo’s Carol Lim and Humberto Leon have confirmed their commitment to the Blue Marine Foundation, announcing a partnership with the marine protection specialists - something they touched upon during their spring/summer 2014 collection.

"We were eager to partner with a visionary organisation that spoke about how we could live in harmony with the ocean. As we researched different charitable associations, we discovered the Blue Marine Foundation to be the perfect match," explains the duo. "We wholeheartedly support their mission in creating sustainable fishing and creating marine reserves. We are extremely excited about this long-term partnership between Kenzo and the Blue Marine Foundation and hope to create more and more awareness of this issue."

Their spring/summer 2014 collection featured T-shirts, jumpers and dresses with sea stats plastered over them, slogan-style, to make the point - fighting against marine pollution, overfishing and the destruction of marine life.

"We look forward to growing our partnership with Kenzo and doing more to solve what is the world’s largest solvable problem," says George Duffield, Blue co-founder and trustee.
A unisex range of pieces will be available from Kenzo stores and Kenzo.com to aid Blue's mission to protect 10 per cent of the world's oceans by 2020. For further information, visit Bluemarinefoundation.com.